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Echolalias

impressions of the city captured in movement—abstracted
documentation of over 100 itineraries into, through, and out of
ancient and contemporary Rome.4

By Shauna McCabe
I have nothing to say, only to show.
—Walter Benjamin1
Echolalias evokes a matrix of ideas that Angela Silver has
explored over the last fifteen years—artistic expression as both
process and trace, performance and inscription, remembering
and forgetting, and the permeable thresholds between
these realms. Emerging from her ongoing investigation of
technologies of communication, here the artist transforms the
gallery over time using a hand-held typewriter ball, the slow
methodical effort of mark-making recorded directly on walls
with each hand strike on carbon paper, creating an evolving
alphabetic palimpsest with its simultaneous accretion and
erosion of letters in overlapping layers. While "echolalia" itself
refers to the repetition of spoken words, the accumulation of
simple marks coalesces into an expansive lacework of symbols
and signs imbued with a sense of stillness that underscores the
poetics, as opposed to pragmatics, of communication.
Silver’s interest in how time moves and the fugitive,
fragmentary nature of communication verges on the
archaeological, a recurring source within her creative inquiries.
At one level, her attention to and interest in the trace is obvious,
engaging the interplay of micro and macro to transform
architectural space into recording surface with a vocabulary of
subtle marks developed over many years of working to distill
the most fundamental elements of language. In the slippage
between writing and drawing, text and image, the symbolic and
ritual dimensions of communication blur, highlighting text in
its social function with both private and public dimensions.
Uniting the artist and audience in the act of excavating and
unearthing meaning from the residue of impressions, efforts to
"read" the walls as formal language fail, underscoring the limits
of legibility and perceptibility as well as the itinerant nature of
our ciphers for understanding.
The overriding sense of the disconnection between gesture
and trace that results belies Silver’s deeper interest in the
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remoteness of the past as well as the materiality of cultural
memory. Echolalias is part of the artist’s ongoing investigations
related to "archaeologies of inscription"; throughout her
art practice is a consistent concentration on our culture of
accelerated obsolescence and oblivion, particularly in relation
to the ubiquity of technologies of communication and their
effects. Engaging "the materiality of information, from the
statecraft’s bureaucratic collection and classification to
intangible clouds of data storage," remarks Silver, "my practice
shreds, sews and performs our tools revealing the physical,
emotional, and psychological attachment we invest in these
devices."2
Revisiting historical elements of material culture that speak
to the tension of artifact and text, she often applies obsolete
writing instruments and tools for inscription to deconstruct
and recompose language, with the purpose to reconsider the
social function of speech, writing and communication itself.
This interest in the archaeological fragment extends from her
ongoing collaborative practice with architect Andrew King.
Their work with the built environment has been infused with
an approach to social space conceived of as an intentional and
accidental accumulation of "marks," informed in particular by
writer and philosopher Walter Benjamin’s approach to urban
experience in Das Passagenwerk, The Arcades Project, manifest
as a deconstructed and layered montage of fragmentary
text.3 Romalux, for example, produced by King and Silver as
recipients of the Prix de Rome award in 2003-2004, consisted
of a montage of over 1200 momentary digital fragments—

While immersed in language, Silver’s installation comprises
a significant dimension of hand-work, and her experience as
a fibre artist is deeply influential. Expressed in particular in
the texture of Echolalias, the evolving structure of interwoven
and intertwined language strands, her engagement with
communication is as much a tactile as textual process.
Processing and reconstituting experience, the residual surface
of the expanding pattern of the fragments of language and
writing she produces is at once visual and tangible. In his essay
"The Image of Proust," Benjamin noted that the Latin origins for
"text," textum, means "something woven," a web, though—like
memory—one more associative and tangled than precisely
5
ordered. Silver’s work embodies a similar sensibility and her
background in textiles is inseparable from her approach here,
connecting hand work to text work with clear awareness of the
experiences evoked and encoded in the process of making.
Silver conceives of text in its full materiality, and the delicately
crafted textual fabric she produces in Echolalias speaks to the
organic social and collective structures of language—deeply
infused with human experience.
The hand-crafted dimensions of Silver’s work are key to its
poetic impact, as well as to its capacity for critique. Exploring
how language inhabits the body, the time and space of the
installation offers an alternative experience of language
beyond conventional relationships with technologies of
information and the "milieu of speed" that Paul Virilio suggests
dominates the very materiality of places and things. Silver’s
work is in many ways both evidence and account of a culture
of acceleration, one that has "caused us to lose what is time
6
proper, the time for conception, the time for reflection." Upon
this backdrop, the corporeality and intimacy of Echolalias’
conditions of production are transformative, inscribed in its
interwoven traces of past and present unfolding in real time, in
our presence.
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